The huge amount of video data available these days requires effective management techniques for storage, indexing, and retrieval. Video summarization, a method to manage video data, provides concise versions of the videos for efficient browsing and retrieval. Key frame extraction is a form of video summarization which selects only the most salient frames from a given video. Since the automatic semantic understanding of the video contents is not possible so far, most of the existing works employ low level index features for extracting key frames. However, the usage of low level features results in loss of semantic details, thus leading to a semantic gap. In this context, the saliency-based user attention modeling technique can be used to bridge this semantic gap. In this paper, a key frame extraction scheme based on a visual attention mechanism is proposed. The proposed scheme builds static visual attention method based on multi-scale contrast instead of usual color contrast. The dynamic visual attention model is developed based on novel relative motion intensity and relative motion orientation. An efficient fusion scheme for combining three visual attention values is then proposed. A flexible technique is then used for key frame extraction. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed mechanism provides excellent results as compared to the some of the other prominent techniques in the literature.
Introduction
The amount of video data on the internet is increasing day by day primarily because of increased processing power, faster networks, cheaper storage devices, and rapid development in digital video capture and editing technologies [1] . In order to prevent the potential users of the videos from being inundated by this huge collection of videos, efficient techniques for indexing and video retrieval are needed. Video summarization is a method of generating summarized versions of the videos by extracting only the significant portions of the video [2] . The primary application of video summarization include ease in browsing and retrieval. Moreover, video summaries are also used as a pre-processing steps in many video processing applications. The two basic types of video summarization are key frame extraction and video skimming. The key frames or representative frames are a collection of salient frames of a given video sequence. Video skims are a collection of significantly shorter duration video segments extracted from the original video. In this paper, the focus is towards summarizing videos in the form of key frames.
Ideally, video summarization techniques must utilize the high level semantic details of the video content. However, it is currently not feasible to generally extract semantic primitives (relevant objects, actions, events) from the videos. Most of the techniques in the literature are therefore either domain specific [3, 4] or directly employ low level index features [5, 6] . However, the usage of low level features is inherently associated with the loss of semantic details, thus creating a big semantic gap. In this context, some authors [7] [8] [9] [10] use visual attention model-based schemes to bridge the semantic gap. The visual attention model-based approaches provide a compromise between the usage of low level features and the impractical high level features. The basic assumption in such techniques is to extract those frames as key frames which are visually important for humans based on visual attention models. In this way, the semantic details of the videos can be approximated in a better way as compared to the low level features.
In this paper, a visual attention-based mechanism for extracting key frames from the videos is proposed. The framework develops efficient visual saliency-based static and dynamic attention models and then combines them using a proposed non-linear weighted fusion mechanism. The proposed scheme has been compared with four prominent schemes in the literature [11] [12] [13] [14] . The results demonstrate that the proposed visual attention model framework is more accurate as compared to the techniques to which it is compared.
The major contributions of this paper includes the following:
• The design of a complete and consistent framework for key frame extraction using static and dynamic visual attention clues and the non-linear fusion mechanism.
• The relative motion intensity and relative motion consistency visual attention features are proposed.
• A new non-linear scheme for integration of visual attention features is proposed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief review of the existing techniques for key frame extraction. Section 3 describes the proposed framework. The experiments and results are discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Related Work
The researchers have addressed the problem of video summarization from various perspectives. The taxonomy and review of prominent video summarization techniques can be found in [1, 2] .
There are some classification-based supervised methods. The prominent supervised methods of video summarization includes category-specific classification for scoring importance [15, 16] , learning to detect informative and varying subsets from videos using humangenerated summaries [17, 18] , and learning using facets (hands, faces, objects, etc.) [19, 20] . As it might be expected, the performance of supervised methods are heavily dependent on training data which is generally not easily available. The user annotation of the training data set may also include some bias.
The unsupervised methods mostly employ low level visual features in various strategies including clustering ( [14, 21] , interest prediction [17] , maximal bi-clique finding [22] , and energy minimization [23] ). The usage of sparse coding-based techniques have also been used for video summarization by exploiting sparsity and reconstruction error [24] [25] [26] [27] . The global comparison-based techniques use global differences between frames to extract key frames by minimizing some objective function. Sequence reconstruction error [28, 29] and fidelity criterion [30] are the popular objective functions used. The limitation of most of the low level feature-based methods is that there is no clearly defined relationship between low level features and human perception of the salient frames, and thus, high level semantic concepts are lost, creating a semantic gap.
Ma et al. [7] proposed the first user attention modelbased framework for video summarization. The scheme used a combination of visual, aural, and linguistic attention models. A non-linear mechanism is then used to fuse all attention models. The attention values of all frames are then used to develop an attention curve, and the crests on the attention curve are selected as the key frames. This framework, even though works well for the shot based key frame extraction, has certain limitations. Firstly, it may produce similar or redundant frames at scene level. Secondly, the relationship between a combination of visual, aural, and linguistic features is difficult to handle. For instance, a background noise or dubbed video footage can have a significant effect on the quality of summaries. Thirdly, the framework is computationally expensive because of employing too many features like object and camera motion, object detection, keyword selection, etc. Peng and Xiaolin [8] used static and dynamic visual attention models to develop a visual attention index with a high priority assigned to dynamic attention model. K-means clustering is used to cluster the frames based on their color histograms. The frames having the highest visual attention index values in each cluster are selected as candidate key frames. The main disadvantage of this scheme is that clustering step does not consider the sequential order of the frames. This means that if color histograms of multiple frames are similar in a few successive shots, they will be clustered together and thus result in missing the potential key frames. Lai and Yi [9] used motion, color, and texture features to build conspicuity maps which are then linearly fused together. A time-constrained clustering algorithm is used to group the similar frames. The frame with the highest saliency value in each cluster is selected as the key frame. The problem with this scheme (and with scheme of [8] ) is that the used linear fusion scheme is usually not representative of the complex non-linear human perception mechanism. Ejaz et al. [10] reduced the computational cost of visual attention model by using the temporal gradient-based dynamic visual saliency detection, and discrete cosine transform for static visual attention model has been used. The static and dynamic visual attention measures are fused by using a non-linear weighted fusion method. The usage of approximated static and dynamic visual attention models improves efficiency but is likely to effect the quality of summarization.
In all of the above schemes, the motion magnitude based on motion vectors of a frame are utilized for finding out the frames with high level of motion. However, the proposed relative motion intensity feature employs the relative motion magnitude values of two neighboring frames for computation of saliency value. Ma et al. [7] used entropy-based motion consistency measure which takes into account the direction of motion vectors of a single frame. Unlike Ma et al. [7] , our relative motion consistency-based scheme is based on variance and employs the motion variance of the neighboring frame for calculation of variance. In most of the existing schemes, the fusion of features was done linearly which is inadequate. We propose a simple fusion scheme that better reflects the human perception of fusing features.
Methodology
The proposed framework is based on the notion of visual attention modeling. Attention is a neurobiological concept which denotes the concentration of mental powers upon certain areas by close observation [31] . Visual saliency of a region measures the extent to which it is different from its neighborhood. It is believed that visual saliency highlights the regions which attract visual attention of human beings or which are interesting for humans [31] . Figure 1 shows the main steps of the proposed framework. Each of these steps is described in subsequent sub-sections.
Multi-scale color contrast
The contrast measures the distinctiveness of a region from its environment. The contrast has been widely used for modeling visual attention because the human perception system is known to react to the contrast of visual signals [31] . The contrast value of a pixel is usually computed by calculating the sum of differences of a visual signal with the neighboring pixels. We used the multi-scale contrast [31, 32] for the computation of contrast value at each pixel. The multi-scale contrast is computed on RGB color channels at various scales of Gaussian image pyramid levels.
The contrast value of a color channel c of a pixel p in frame F at a particular scale l of Gaussian pyramid is defined as:
, c=red, green, blue (1) where N(p) is the 9 × 9 neighborhood around pixel p, F l c (p) is the value of color channel c at pixel p of frame F at level l. The contrast values of each pixel for the three color channels are then added to get the overall contrast value of pixel p at scale l.
The resultant contrast value at each pixel is then normalized in the range of [ 0, 1] by dividing the value of each pixel by the maximum contrast value in the frame. The multi-scale contrast value at a pixel is then computed by linear combination of contrasts at various scales of a Gaussian pyramid. 
The number of levels in the Gaussian pyramid L is taken as 6. The value at each pixel is normalized to the range of [0, 1] by dividing each value by the maximum value to obtain a multi-scale contrast saliency map. The average of all non-zero values in the multi-scale color contrast saliency map is then taken as multi-scale color contrast attention value C(F) of frame F.
There are multiple benefits of using multi-scale contrast over simple image contrast:
• The computation of contrast at multiple scales helps in locating the salient object in the frame even if the salient objects vary in size, • It has been asserted in a study by Toet [31] that multi-scale contrast-based visual saliency correlates well with the human perception of visual attention as compared to simple contrast, • The strength rendered by the usage of multi-scale contrast eliminates the need of using any other static visual saliency model.
A visual comparison of multi-scale contrast and simple contrast saliency maps [7] is shown in Fig. 2 . It is clear that multi-scale contrast outperforms simple contrast by clearly identifying only the salient object in the scene.
Dynamic features
In static images, the saliency maps are indexed on image regions, whereas in dynamic scenes, humans focus both on objects and their motion [31] . Moreover, the relative motion among objects is also important in user attention modeling. Therefore, in videos, motion is an important factor in building human attention model. Because of this importance of motion, two different descriptors based on relative motion strength and relative motion direction have been proposed for building saliency maps. For computation of these maps, first, the motion vector field (M) is computed using the Lucas Kanade Algorithm [33] . The resultant motion vectors are then used to compute the two descriptors called relative motion intensity and relative motion consistency.
Relative motion intensity
In most of the previous works, the motion intensity was directly used as a visual attention feature. If M x (p) and M y (p) represent the x and y component of the motion vector of current frame F with reference to previous frame, the motion intensity at pixel p is given as:
In this paper, instead of using motion intensity directly, the notion of relative motion intensity has been introduced. For videos, the relative motion intensity is expected to be more relevant than the absolute motion intensity.
For the calculation of relative motion intensity-based attention measure, the motion intensity of a frame is computed using Eq. (4). Next, the frame is divided into non-overlapping blocks of size 9 × 9. The human beings tend to focus more towards center of an image. Therefore, a weight α is defined in such a way that the blocks near to the center of the frame are assigned higher weight as compared to the blocks that are far from the center of the frame. For this purpose, the distance of each block with the center of the frame is computed. This distance measure is used to define weight α in such a way that the weight value is higher if the distance between a given block center with the center of the frame is less and vice versa. If d max represents the maximum possible Euclidean distance between a block and center of image and d i represents the Euclidean distance of block i from the center of image, then the weight α i for block i is defined as:
The average motion magnitude of each block i denoted by I i (F, p) is then found by averaging the motion intensity of each pixel in the block. The motion intensity of each i is multiplied by weight α i . The weighted motion intensity of each block is added to get the weighted motion intensity of frame F.
The weighted average motion intensity value is then computed for each frame in the video. If there are n frames in the video and I Fj represents the weighted average intensity value of jth frame, I min and I max are the minimum and maximum motion intensity values, then relative motion intensity of frame RI(F j ) is found as:
The relative motion intensity values are now in the range of [0, 1] whereby a value closer to 1 represents a high salient relative motion and a value closer to 0 means less salient motion.
Relative motion consistency
Along with the motion magnitude, an important metric in the motion field is the orientation or direction of the motion vectors. If M x (p) and M y (p) represent the x and y components of the motion vector of current frame F with reference to previous frame, the orientation value at pixel p is given as:
The consistent values of orientation generally represent the saliency intensive moving objects. A set of inconsistent orientation values, on the other hand, may refer to object boundaries or random motions.
In order to compute the relative motion consistency measure of a frame, the orientation value of each pixel in the frame is computed using Eq. (7). Like, Section 3.2.1, the frame is divided into non-overlapping blocks of size 9 × 9. The weight values α i of a block i relative to the center of the image is also defined in same way as in Section 3.2.1. Next, the variance of each block i denoted by σ 2 i is computed which is a measure of variation of motion orientations in the corresponding block. The variance value of each block i is then multiplied by the corresponding weight α i . The variances of each block in the frame is then summed up to get the motion variance measure of each frame.
The weighted average motion variance value is then computed for each frame in the video. If there are n frames in the video and σ 2 Fj represents the weighted average variance value of jth frame, σ 2 min and σ 2 max are the minimum and maximum motion variance values, then the relative motion consistency value of frame F j denoted by RO(F j ) is found as: 
Benefits of relative motion measures
The relative motion intensity, unlike absolute motion intensity, determines the amount of motion relative to the rest of the frames. The studies of human visual systems indicate that the human tend to focus on that parts of the video which reflect more change in terms of motion. The proposed relative motion intensity and relative motion consistency measure the change in magnitude and direction in a frame relative to other frames in the video. In this way, those frames will get the higher visual attention values where the change in higher in comparison with other frames. On the other hand, the usage of absolute measures for magnitude and direction will merely capture the amount and direction of motion in the frame irrespective of the amount and direction of motion in other frames and thus will not effectively reflect the properties of human visual system. Moreover, the proposed methods of relative motion take into account the location of a pixel value relative to the center of the image. Since, human beings usually focus on the center of an image, so the motion values are adjusted in a way such that the pixels closer to center get a high bias as compared to the pixels way from the center. The proposed scheme assigns this bias on block level instead of applying on pixel level in order to save the computational time.
Fusion of features
Most of the techniques in literature use a linear fusion scheme for combining various metrics of visual saliency in which all the values are assigned a weight and then added [31] . However, it is believed that the visual section of the human brain uses non-linear processing systems for the tasks of pattern recognition and classification [34] . Moreover, this type of linear combination may not reflect all the information contained by the attention values of the attention components [34] . Consider, for example, a pair of two attention values (1, 0) where 1 is the static attention value and 0 is the dynamic attention attention value. The values indicate that a frame is highly significant from static perspective but probably because of lack of motion the value of dynamic attention value is 0. Nevertheless, the frame is still considered to be highly relevant from the perspective of visual attention. A linear fusion scheme simply averages the two values. But the resultant value of 0.5 does not reflect the importance of the frame from static perspective. Another fusion possibility is to select the maximum value of the two attention values. However, the maximum function does not differentiate between values (1, 0), (1, 0.9), (1, 0.8), etc. where the resultant value will always be 1 and ignores the second attention value altogether.
In this context, a fusion scheme with the following properties is needed:
• For two high attention values, the resultant fusion value must be high.
• If one attention value is high and other is low, the resultant fusion value must still be relatively high.
• If both attention values are low, the resultant fusion value must be low.
• The fusion function must be an an increasing function. For instance, if one attention value is 1 and other attention value vary from 0 to 1, then the fusion values must be increasing.
A simple novel fusion mechanism is proposed that fulfills all of the abovementioned properties. Consider A 1 and A 2 to be two attention values to be fused. The value of a constant c 1 is then defined as per following criteria:
The threshold λ is defined to be 0.7. Another constant c 2 is set to the value 0.2. The two attention values are then combined to get an intermediate fused value F :
Using Eq. (10), the maximum possible value is achieved when one of the attention values is 1 and the minimum attention value is achieved when one of the values is 0. Using Eq. (10), the maximum and minimum possible values F max and F min are found as:
Finally, the fused attention value F is obtained:
The threshold λ determines the attention value that is considered to be high. Setting λ = 0.7 suggests that an attention value that is greater than or equal to 0.7 is considered high. The constants c 1 and c 2 are controlling parameters. Equation (9) suggests that if one of the attention values exceeds the criteria of being high then the penalty control parameter c 1 is set to be low and vice versa. The second controlling parameter c 2 is fixed to a low value. Equation (10) is averaging the attention values by boosting the maximum value by adding 1 and then penalizing the maximum and minimum value by subtracting c 1 and c 2 respectively. The choice of parameters c 1 and c 2 makes sure that if at least one of the attention values is higher then the penalty to the higher value is less. However, if both values are lower, then the first value also gets a higher penalty. Equations (11) and (12) simply computes the minimum and maximum possible values of Eq. (10). Equation (13) Table 1 displays the results of fusion values for combination of two attention values in the range of [ 0, 1] with a step size of 0.1. As discussed, the fusion scheme must generate a higher resultant value if one of the attention value is on the higher side. Moreover, the magnitude of the attention value must also be reflected in the fused value. The results indicate that the fusion scheme fulfills all the properties of an ideal fusion scheme of attention values.
Key frame selection
The range of the attention values for the complete video is increased by stretching the range of attention values to span the entire range of values from 0 to 1. This range stretching step assists in highlighting the differences between attention values. If the minimum and maximum values in the attention curve are denoted by A min and A max , then each value A in in the attention curve is scaled to A out as:
The key frame selection module is flexible and can be changed as per application. In some applications, the number of key frames is fixed beforehand by the users. In this case, there are three possibilities. The first possibility is that the number of desired key frames is equal to the number of shots in the video. In this case, the frame with the highest attention value in each shot is selected as key frame. The second possibility is that the number of desired key frames is less than the total number of shots in the video. In this case, one candidate key frame is selected from each shot and the candidate frames with lower attention values are discarded. If the desired number of key frames is more than the number of shots, then the shots with more variation are assigned more key frames [9] . The variation of each shot is measured by computing the variance of fused attention values of the frames in the shot.
If the variation in a shot is higher, it must be assigned more key frames and vice versa. The number of key frames assigned to a particular shot is then defined as:
v s is the variance of attention values in a shot s, n K is the total number of desired key frames, and T s is the number of shots in the video. If the desired number of key frames is unknown, then the frame with the highest attention value is selected as the key frame from each shot.
Experiment results and discussion
In order to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed method, three different groups of experiments were performed. The details of these experiments are described in the subsequent sections.
Benefits of proposed visual attention mechanism
In this sub-section, the benefits of the proposed scheme have been demonstrated based on the choice of key frames in single shots of the two videos downloaded from the Open Video project www.open-video.org. Firstly, we present the results of the proposed technique on frames 532 to 548 from the second shot of the video hcil2000_01.mpeg. The shot consists of a person standing and talking in front of the trees with very little motion. A subtitle, showing an introduction of the person in the scene starts appearing in Frame 545. There is no significant motion in the scene apart from the movement of the person's body parts. The maximum attention value is found at frame 548, and thus, it is selected as the key frame. Figure 3 shows the key frames selected by a clustering-based algorithm [14] , visual attentionbased model [9] , and the proposed method. The key frame selected by [14] does not include the subtitle. In the key frame selected by [9] , it can be seen that even though the subtitle starts appearing in the frame, it is not legible. The key frame selected by our scheme matches the human perception better than the key frame extracted by [9] .
Secondly, the technique was tested on the fifth shot of the video ucomp03_0 6_m1.mpeg which ranges from the frames 484 to 555. This shot shows a tennis player striking the ball and then standing and receiving applause from the Fig. 3 Key frames extracted by [9, 14] and our scheme on the video hci2000_01.mpg. From left to right: a key frame extracted by [14] , b key frame extracted by [9] , and c key frame extracted by proposed scheme Fig. 4 Key frames extracted by [14] and [9] and our scheme on the video ucomp03_06_m1.mpeg. From left to right: a key frame extracted by [14] , b key frame extracted by [9] , c key frame extracted by the proposed scheme audience. The shot is characterized by a large amount of camera and object motions. The highest attention value is present at frame 486 which is thus the key frame selected by our scheme.Lai and Yi [9] selects frame 525 as the key frame. Figure 4 shows the key frames extracted by [14] and [9] and the proposed technique. The key frames extracted by [14] and [9] fail to show the stroke of the tennis player. The key frame extracted by our scheme is thus more interesting and representative of the shot.
Comparison with other techniques
In this section, the results of our scheme are compared with some of the popular non-visual attention-based techniques. For this purpose, the experiments are conducted based on 20 videos selected from the Open Video Project. The videos belong to different genres including historical, education, and documentary. These videos were part of the data set used by many authors [12] [13] [14] in the evaluation of their video summarization algorithms. All the videos are in mpeg format. The information about the data set videos is presented in Table 2 . For the evaluation data set of Table 2 , the proposed scheme has been compared with four other schemes for key frame extraction: OV [11] , DT [12] , STIMO [13] , and VSUMM [14] .
In the evaluation scheme, the key frames are manually selected by three human users for a particular video and then compared with the key frames extracted by a particular technique. The number of matched and unmatched key frames is then calculated. The two frames are considered matched if they are conveying same semantic message. In this way, the key frames selected by the user act as ground truth data. The comparison between ground truth and key frames generated by a technique is used to define the following terms: true positive, a frame selected as key frame by both human user and the technique; false positive, a frame selected as key frame by technique but not by human user; and false negative, a frame selected as key frame by human user but not by technique.
The number of true positive, false positive, and false negative frames is used to reflect the quality of the summaries in terms of popular pattern recognition metrics Recall, Precision, and F-measure. In the current context, the Recall is defined as the probability that a relevant key frame is selected by the technique. Precision is defined as the probability that an extracted key frame is relevant. Usually, there is a tradeoff between Recall and Precision values where one value decreases with the increase in the other one. The F-measure combines Precision and Recall as one measure.
If the numbers of true positive, false positive, and false negative frames are denoted by Tp, Fp, and Fn respectively, Recall and Precision are defined as: 
The Recall and Precision obtained by matching with summaries of three users are then averaged to obtain Precision and Recall values for a video. The F-measure is then defined as:
The ground truth data (user summaries) for the data set of Table 1 is taken from the open access database provided by the authors of [14] . The summaries for our technique have been generated by selecting one key frame from each shot. The average values of Recall, Precision, and F-measure for all the techniques under consideration are shown in Table 3 . The proposed methodology is clearly superior to the rest of the techniques based on these results.
The Recall, Precision, and F-measure values for each video in the evaluation data set are shown in Fig. 5 . It can be easily observed that the proposed technique consistently achieve the highest values for Recall and Precision for all the videos. There are however exceptions whereby other schemes attain high values for one of the parameters. A high value for one of the parameters is generally not sufficient. The Precision measures the ability of a scheme to retrieve the most precise results. A high value of Precision means better relevance. However, a high value of Precision can be achieved by selecting very few key frames. For instance, for video 5, DT achieves a Precision value of 1 by selecting only one key frame. The Recall value measures the ability to retrieve as many as possible relevant key frames. In this way, the Recall value complements the Precision value. Therefore, a good scheme is one having high values for both the Recall and Precision. Thus, the Recall value of DT for video 5 is sufficiently low. The proposed scheme however has the highest value of Recall for this video and a reasonably high value for Precision. Moreover, the F-measure of our scheme is 0.79 whereas for DT it is 0.77. Table 3 clearly indicates that the proposed scheme obtains the highest value for F-measure and thus is more efficient and close to human perception than that of the other schemes.
Time complexity of the proposed system
Assume that there are a total of T number of frames in the image with each one of them having resolution N × N.
The time complexity for computing the relative motion intensity value for one frame is the sum of (i) time taken for computation of optical flow which is O N 2 using Lucas Kanade algorithm by setting the number of warp parameters to 2, (ii) finding the distance of each of the N/2 block with the center of the frame which is O(N), (iii) finding and applying the value of α which is again an operation of O(N), (iv) finding the average intensity value which involves finding average value of each pixel in the frame and thus is O N 2 , and (v) finding the relative motion intensity which involves finding the relative intensity of a frame in comparison with all frames of the image and thus has a time complexity of O(T). Thus, the overall time complexity of finding relative motion intensity is O N 2 + T .
Similarly, the time complexity of finding relative orientation consistency is O N 2 + T . The time complexity of fusion of features is O(1) as there are only three features to be combined. The time complexity of key frame selection is O(T). Thus, the overall time complexity of the system is O N 2 + T + O N 2 + T + O(T) = O N 2 + T . 
Conclusions
In this paper, a visual attention-based framework for extracting key frames from the videos is presented. The proposed saliency-based visual attention model effectively bridges the semantic gap between low level features and human perception without actual human intervention. The usage of multi-scale color contrast provides an excellent approximation of the interested object in a video frame. The proposed relative motion intensity and relative orientation consistency are effective measures of motion-based saliency. The used fusion scheme combines the benefits of previously used schemes by providing a non-linear mechanism along with weighted motion priority mechanism. The used visual attention clues and fusion mechanism render a more complete and consistent framework. The framework allows the users to control the density of key frames and works at both shot and scene level. The experimental results on a number of criteria demonstrate that the proposed framework extracts more semantically meaningful key frames as compared to the techniques to which it is compared. The time complexity of the algorithm is the major issue which may hinder the implementation in some scenarios. This can be improved by using more efficient algorithm for computing optical flow or by using an efficient motion estimation scheme. Authors' contributions NE, SWB, HC, and IM conceived and discussed the project. IM and NE developed and discussed the algorithms. SWB and HC wrote the publication and provided the data for testing the algorithms. HM assisted in testing and revising the paper apart from doing time complexity analysis. All authors have read and approved the final manuscript.
